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 It is often necessary to determine statistical parameters that characterize  
the quality of service on the network by managing when designing computer 
networks using the concept of virtual connections with bypass directions.   

In many ways, the attainable level of quality of the services provided is 
determined at the stage of network design, when decisions was made 
regarding the subscriber capacity of stations, the capacity of bundles of trunk 
lines, the composition and volume of telecommunication services provided. 
Despite constant progress in the field of network technologies, the problem 
of determining the necessary amount of network resources and ensuring  
the quality of user service remains relevant. In this regard, this article 
discusses a broadband digital network with service integration, based on an 
asynchronous network in which an iterative method implemented.  

Here the flow distribution is determined by the route matrix, and the load 
distribution between the nodes of each pair of nodes made through the path 
tree obtained on the matrix of routes when calculating this pair. At the same 
time, an algorithm has been built for allow optimal allocation of channel 
resources between circuit switching and packet switching subnets within an 
asynchronous network. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In the process of network analysis and synthesis, the problem of calculating the quality of service 

parameters of an asynchronous network is a greatest interest for designers, since the solution to this problem 

can significantly improve network performance, prevent network failures during network congestion,  

and determine optimal bypass directions for traffic transmission. The design calculation of the quality of 

service parameters of an asynchronous network is necessary, since the complexity of its configuration,  

as well as its operation in real time and in interactive mode, greatly reduces the ability to intuitively evaluate 

the performance of an asynchronous network. The inability to achieve design capacity in a real-life 

asynchronous network is due to a lack of understanding at the design stage of the characteristics of the future 

workload and its interaction with system components [1-8]. 
The study of this problem seems important because the models developed in the work of calculating 

the quality of service parameters of an asynchronous network allow adequately display the interaction 

between the workload and network resources and evaluate its expected performance. Using the developed 

information system, critical, peak situations have been prevented that inevitably arise during network 

congestion. This method allows tracking the occurrence of such unwanted situations and eliminating their 

consequences. This is achieved mainly through the efficient use of bypass directions of load transfer.  
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At the same time, the time of transmission and delivery of data packets is reduced, which significantly affects 

the quality of the information stream transported via digital communication channels [9, 10]. 

Currently, most methods for assessing the quality of user service on communication networks used 

in the design either consider the problem in relation to one-dimensional traffic or do not take into account  

the influence of a finite number of load sources [11-14]. This limits methods using in solving design 

problems of multiservice networks, including in areas of subscriber access networks [15, 16]. The solution of 

these problems is impossible without scientifically based design methods. Therefore, this article is devoted to 

the research and development of a method for calculating the quality of user service when accessing 
multiservice networks, taking into account multidisciplinary traffic, the factor of a finite number of sources 

and the features of constructing an access section on modern multiservice networks [17-20]. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD  

When developing a model for calculating the statistical parameters of the quality of service of an 

asynchronous network (ATM), will be assumed that this network is mainly intended for transporting 

multimedia traffic via communication channels, that is, mainly for transmitting video and audio information. 

This type of information uses the channel switching method, namely, before betraying this information, it is 

necessary to connect virtual channels between the corresponding subscribers of the network [21-25].  

This connection of virtual paths is provided using special packages called multi-channel calls. In this regard, 

for a broadband digital network with service integration (B-DNSI) based on ATM, most of the cycle time 
positions of the pulse-code modulation (PCM) 90% are allocated for transmitting information in channel 

switching mode and the PCM cycle boundary for the session remains unchanged. Therefore, the main object 

of the ATM network research is the QC subnet with bypass directions. In the described model, it is 

considered as a system with obvious losses, that is, when the system is blocked, calls coming into it are 

irretrievably lost [26-28]. In CS networks, as an objective function in the problem of determining the optimal 

throughput, as a rule, the average message losses in the network or the average network probability of a 

denial of service are selected. These criteria ensure maximum use of network bandwidth and since their 

average values are calculated, therefore these parameters are considered statistical [29]. 

The quality of service on the SC subnet is usually estimated by the probabilities of losses on  

the network branches. It is known that the quality of service for incoming calls characterized by  

the possibility of connections or the length of time that connections are provided. There are two main 
methods, two disciplines of servicing incoming calls: lossless and loss. Lossless service is the discipline in 

which an incoming call served immediately, and with loss, if the incoming call receives either a denial of 

service or its service is delayed for some time. For economic reasons, real switching systems are designed 

with losses usually.  In this case, a system with obvious losses is considered. Serving with obvious losses is a 

discipline in which a call arriving at a switching system, receiving a denial of service, leaves the system and 

no longer influences the system. With this discipline of service, the subscriber, having received a refusal 

signal to establish a connection with the destination host, refuses further attempts to establish this  

connection [30-35]. 

j - the intensity of incoming calls, П  - a system service device that processes connection call 

requests, j – modules that process incoming confirmations, K – a switch that distributes calls among 

modules. Modules П  and j  are logical elements, the implementation methods of which depend on  

the applied hardware and software. 

In this case, the first method of the model of hybrid switching nodes (HSN) can represented as a 

queuing system (QS) of the type 1// MM  that is, having one serving device. This representation differs 

from the model of nodes used in the design of information and computer systems (CS), in which either  

the processing time in the first phase neglects, or the models describe the processing processes in nodes 

represented in the form of multiprocessor devices. The processing time of packets in the first phase couldn’t 

neglected due to the rather lengthy operations that can be carried out at the first stage of processing service 

packets of the “connection request” type [36, 37]. An analysis of the functioning process carries out under  

the following assumptions. 

1) A Poisson stream of connection requests with intensity j  arrives at the user node. 

2) The lengths of service packets representing connection requests are determined independently randomly. 

It can assume that the packet length is distributed exponentially with the average j/1 , where is j  - 

the call service intensity. 
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Ergodicity of such a call service system takes place provided that 1/  jj  . 

The quality of service on the CS subnet, presented as a service system with obvious losses.  This is 

estimated by the probability of a subscriber who refuses to establish a connection with the destination host for 

further transmission of information traffic [38, 39]. As the CS subnet stream, can be considered the call flow 

entering the ATM network to the i  sender node and destined for the j address node.  In general, an address is a 

coded designation of a point of departure or destination of data. The address of the object is determined by 

the number, code and phrase. The list of objects includes registers, memory cells, external devices, 

communication channels, processes, systems, networks. Recipient data objects are commonly referred to as 

recipients. Often the address is associated with the name of the object [40]. 

Let  )( jri   be the average intensity of the multichannel call (MC) flow, entering the ATM 

network at the i sending node and destined for the j addressing node. The value )( jri  will be called  

the input load of the ATM network. It represents the average value of the incoming load between  

the corresponding pairs of nodes per hour of least load. 

Let )( jti  be the average intensity of the total flux of MC passing through the i node and intended 

for the j  node. The value  )( jti  will be called the nodal load of the ATM network. It includes both  

the )( jri input load and the )( jtl loads entering the i node from all l  nodes adjacent to it. The order of 

selection of the outgoing directions from the i node for transferring the )( jti  load to all other neighboring 

nodes, i.e. its distribution plan [41, 42] is represented by the M route matrix for the i node. 
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In the route matrix, the number of columns is equal 1n  (there is no column in the iM matrix for i 

node), and the number of rows  the number of iS nodes incident with i node. The element jik
iS ,  of  

the iM matrix is the number of the order in which the )(
iSik branch is selected when establishing a 

connection to the node j , i.e.  ijik S
iS

,....2,1,  . If a set of routing matrices is specified },1,{ niM i  , 

then this means that an information distribution plan is set for the entire QC subnet. With a static plan for  

the distribution of information, static (fixed) routing is carried out in the CS subnet [43, 44]. The amount of 

missed or excess load depends on the probability of loss of )( jti traffic allocated to the )(ik branch.  

Let introduce the following notation 
 

)];(1)[()( jpjjh ikikik          i , k , j V,                                              (1) 

 

where )1;0[)( jhik   is a characteristic of an )(ik  missed branch of )( jti load branch. The function 

)( jhik  is the conditional probability of the )( jti load passing through the )(ik branch when the service is 

busy with all the directions preceding this branch. In the future, )( jhik  will be called the probability of 

servicing the )( jti load by the )(ik  branch, and the )()( jtjh iik    value – the )(ik  load missed by  

the branch. 

Let be )( jr u

i  – the input load of the )( jGu
path tree. Let us define the ),( jkt u

i  as   transit load 

on the i  node, which forms during the distribution of the )( jr u

i input load along the branches of the )( jGu
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path tree and passing through the i node adjacent to the )( jKk u node [45]. Finding transit nodes on 

each node of the tree is carried out using the following formula, 
 

)(),(),( jhjitjkt li

u

l

u

i                                                                         (2) 

 

where )()( jLli u , )(,,, jVlkji u . Without loss of generality, we assume that for all nodes of  

the ui   path tree, )(),( jrjkt u

i

i

i  value, and for jki ,   nodes, )(),( jtjjt u

j

u

j  value. 

It should be noted that since any node of the path tree, except the initial one, contains only one 

branch, then on this node, regardless of the choice of directions coming from it, the values of all transit loads 

will be the same. Thus, for any )( jVi u  node )( ui  , and all )( jKk u

m  , m = 1, 2,… s  nodes,  

the relation 
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Theorem 1. For all )()( jLik u  branches, the formula 
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Using the Theorem 1 for a given )}({ jhH ik set at each node of the path tree, all current values 

of the loss probabilities are calculated. However, it is more convenient to determine the share of the load lost 

in the path tree by sequentially summing the parts of the load lost in the transit nodes of this tree.  

The probability of losses between a pair of nodes i and j  is defined as the ratio of the load lost at all nodes 

of the tracks to the received one [46]. In this case, the probability of losses for the path tree between i  and j  

nodes will be 
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where )( jV u
- a subset of all nodes of the path tree between nodes i  и j . 

To calculate the probability of blocking or loss of a message from using an iterative algorithm,  

the main performance characteristics are estimated relative to those obtained for the case with a simple static 

setting of the throughput, if the average channel throughput in both cases is the same [47]. The value 

obtained because of this algorithm corresponds to estimates, which confirms the correctness of  

the calculations. 

An iterative algorithm for calculating the quality of service parameters is presented, which involves 
the following operations:  

1) Selection of a pair of nodes with nonzero gravity; 

2) Building a tree of paths by route matrices for the selected pair of nodes; 

3) Calculation of the total load on each branch of the path tree. When calculating the load, the probability of 

losses on the remainder of the path tree from the transit node to the destination node is taken into account 

[48]. At the beginning of the algorithm, all probability of loss on the branches are assumed equal to 0; 

4) Determination of the probability of losses by the formula (5) for the pair in question as the ratio of the lost 

load to the received; 

5) Operations 1-4 are performed for all gravitating pairs in the network in question, as a result of which  

the total load on each branch from all pairs of nodes and the loss matrix between pairs of nodes will be 

obtained; 
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6) Determination of the maximum deviation between the probability of losses )(1 jPq

i


 between a pair of 

nodes i and j, obtained in the previous iteration, and )( jP q

i , obtained in this iteration, according to  

the formula 
ji,

max  )()( 1 jPjP q

i

q

i

 ; 

7) Comparison   with a pre-selected value . If   , then from the values of the total load for each 

branch, the probability of losses on the branch and the transition to the next iteration is determined.   

If   , then another iteration is performed and the implementation of the algorithm ends 

Block diagram of the algorithm as shown in Figure 1-2. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Block diagram of the algorithm 
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Figure 2. Block - algorithm diagram (in the form of a formula) 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We show the implementation of the algorithm on a specific numerical example. Let B-DNSI with 

six hybrid-switching nodes, presented in the form of a directed graph in Figure 3. Circles indicate  

the numbers of the IGP (integral group path). Throughput and the number of channels for each path is jG

=10 bit/sec. jN =50. The service time of one call to the SC network is jG jj/1 =60 sec. The total 

allowable losses 400  Erl. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. ATM network graph with six hybrid-switching nodes 
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Calculation data for CS subnet (Table 1). 

 

 

Table 1. Initial input traffic (messages per second): 
F1 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 - 0.507 0.3 0.1 0.08 0.1 

2 - - 0.6 0.045 0.07 0.06 

3 - - - 0.567 0.083 0.1 

4 - - - - 0.708 0.095 

5 - - - - - 0.642 

6 - - - - - - 

  

 

The specified routing for the main directions is designated: traffic 2112 t  (from the first node 

to the second)  

,3113 t  ,43114 t   ,53115 t  ;642116 t   

,3223 t  ,4224 t  ,53225 t  ;64226 t  

,4334 t  ,5335 t  ;65336 t  

,5445 t  ;6446 t  

.6556 t  

 

Total flows: 

607.0507.01.012161  ff  

49.01314152  fff  

67.023253  ff  

205.02624164  fff  

667.034145  ff  

333.0353625156  ffff  

708.0457  f  

255.02646168  fff  

742.056369  ff  

 

Calculation data for the SC subnet (Table 2) 

 

 

Table 2. Initial input traffic (messages per second): 
F2 1 2 3 4 5 6 Sum 

1 - 0.2 0.7 1.3 0.5 4.7 4.7 

2 - - 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.06 4.5 

3 - - - 0.567 0.083 0.1 2.1 

4 - - - - 0.708 0.095 3.4 

5 - - - - - 0.642 0.3 

6 - - - - - -  =15.0 

 

 

The specified routing of the main directions. 

2112 t  

 ,3113 t  ,42114 t   ,53115 t  ;653116 t   

,3223 t  ,4224 t  ,53225 t  ;64226 t  

,4334 t  ,5335 t  ;64336 t  
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,5445 t  ;6446 t  

.6556 t  

 

Total flows: 

2.212141  ff  

5.21316152  fff  

0.225233  ff  

5.42624144  fff  

667.034255  ff  

333.0351625156  ffff  

8.1457  f  

2.42646168  fff  

8.056169  ff  

 

The average packet length in the IGP (bit) as shown in Table 3 and 4. 

82)0.22.0/()80*2100*2.0(/1 1   

94/1 2   

96/1 3   

91/1 4   

91/1 5   

100/1 6   

87/1 7   

80/1 8   

120/1 9   

 

 

Table 3. Average length of transmitted packets between nodes (bits) 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 - 100 100 80 80 120 

2 - - 80 100 120 100 

3 - - - 120 100 80 

4 - - - - 80 80 

5 - - - - - 120 

6 - - - - - - 

 

 

Table 4. Calculation of statistical parameters of the quality of service B-DNSI on ATM 

i  j )( jg u
ik

 )( jgik
 ),( jkti  )( jПu

i
 pj 

1 2 0.507 1.653 1.507 0.614 0.1278 

1 3 1.44 2.533 1.97 0.135 0.0888 

1 4 1.24 2.4203 2.67 0.0203 0.2343 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

To verify the results using simulation on computers, an experiment was performed to analyze  

the effectiveness of the algorithm for calculating the quality of service parameters of an asynchronous 
network. The source of service quality in this experiment is the probability of message loss from real network 

traffic implementations. The results obtained from the simulation confirm the conclusions about  

the unconditional increase in the efficiency of the system due to the use of the method of calculating  
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the parameters characterizing the quality of service. Thus, an algorithm for calculating the parameters of  

the quality of service of a broadband network with the integration of services based on an asynchronous 

network was constructed. 
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